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Abstract-- The scene of electric power systems has changed 

drastically and will continue to do so in the years to come.  
Causes of this evolution are the liberalization of the electricity 
markets and the increased use of intermittent renewable energy.  
Uncertainty in the transmitted power and congestion of the lines 
raise the need for new technologies.  High Voltage Direct Current 
(HVDC) is one of these emerging technologies that may have a 
major impact, and more specifically Voltage Source Converter 
(VSC) HVDC.  The main part of this paper is to verify the 
feasibility, technical as well as economic, of VSC HVDC on loss 
minimization in meshed networks.  The losses of the different 
components of a VSC HVDC link are studied and the impact of 
the installation on overall system losses in meshed networks is 
verified through simulations.  Simulations are performed on two 
networks: the small IEEE 14 bus network and the larger IEEE 
118 bus network.  The networks are investigated in their original 
state and in a state of increased loading.  Finally, an economic 
analysis is performed to investigate the economic feasibility of 
VSC HVDC on loss reduction in meshed networks. 
 

Index Terms-- Meshed network, optimization, steady-state 
losses, VSC HVDC. 

I.  BACKGROUND 

HE scene of electric power systems has changed 
drastically in the last couple of years.  Different political, 

technological and socio-ecological aspects cause this 
evolution.  Throughout Europe, there are two main factors: 
the liberalization of the electricity markets leading to system 
unbundling and the interest in renewable energy, especially 
wind and solar energy, with many large projects planned. 

Before the liberalization of the electricity market, each 
national grid was controlled by a vertically integrated 
company, often state owned.  Power flows in the grid were 
well known.  The centrally coordinated utility was able to 
control power flows via control of the power plants (active 
and reactive power), connecting or disconnecting lines, 
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changing the tap of tap-changing transformers and inserting 
capacitor banks for reactive power compensation.  The 
operator had control over both the transmission system and 
the generators and could give the generators signals to change 
their operating point.  Thus, active and reactive power flows 
could be controlled by the same company.  The connections 
between the different national grids were built for three main 
reasons: back-up, stability (maintaining synchronism) and 
long term contracts between national systems.  With the 
liberalization of the electricity market, generation and 
transmission are unbundled.  Power is contracted bilaterally 
and traded on power exchange markets.  In principle the 
power flows follow the price differences of the different 
areas.  More power is thus exchanged via the borders of 
national grids although these lines were not originally built for 
this purpose.  The actual power flows are determined by 
physical laws however.  Because of the limited cross-border 
transfer capacity between countries, this can lead to 
congestion of transmission lines. 

On the other hand, the increasing use of renewable energy 
sources raises another problem that transmission system 
operators have to deal with.  Because of the intermittent 
nature of many renewable energy sources, for example wind 
and solar, this may lead to unexpected flows in the network.  
This raises the uncertainty in the transmission grid and can 
also lead to congestion of the lines. 

The challenges of increased and fast changing power flows 
can be addressed by installing new transmission lines to 
lighten the load on congested lines. Especially new lines 
interconnecting different control areas are very interesting.  
However, installing new overhead lines is difficult because of 
political and socio-ecological unwillingness.  The problem 
with new overhead lines is their environmental and visual 
impact.  Furthermore there is the concern of electromagnetic 
fields with the general public. 

The previous trends in electric power systems stimulate the 
search for other alternatives for increasing the use of high 
voltage overhead lines.  New technological developments are 
getting more attention.  An overview of the technical 
developments in the future transmission grid is presented in 
[1].  A special group of new technologies are the power flow 
controlling devices, consisting of phase shifting transformers, 
Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems (FACTS) 
and HVDC technology [2].  These devices are able to reduce 
loop flows, lighten bottlenecks and allow the transmission 
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system operator (TSO) to operate his grid closer to the limits.  
Their dynamic behaviour also plays a beneficial role in 
damping oscillations and the stability of the voltage in the 
surrounding grid.  AC cables on the other hand have no power 
flow controllability and their losses are higher than 
comparable overhead lines. 

This paper focuses on HVDC, VSC HVDC more 
specifically.  Transmission networks are meshed networks, 
contrary to distribution networks, that have a radial 
configuration.  The insertion of VSC HVDC in meshed 
networks is investigated.  The last few years, VSC HVDC has 
become an attractive option for bulk power transport in 
meshed grids.  Advantages are the high controllability of 
active and reactive power at the converter’s terminals and the 
ability to increase the stability of the surrounding AC system.  
Active power flow controllability can play an important role 
in the liberalized electricity market.  VSC HVDC has the 
ability to make contract flows and physical flows equal.  
Disadvantages of VSC HVDC are the higher losses, the 
higher cost and the fact that the technology is still fairly new, 
an aspect that can hold TSO’s back from installing a VSC 
HVDC link.  Via the control element in the grid the power 
flows can be controlled.  Several optimisation targets are 
feasible: minimizing network losses, increasing security 
margins, increasing cross-border capacity. It has to be 
stressed that they are far from independent.  In this paper the 
minimization of network losses is studied in particular. 

II.  ASPECTS OF VSC HVDC 

A.  Overview of VSC HVDC link 

A Voltage Source Converter High-Voltage Direct-Current 
(VSC HVDC) link consists of two VSC’s.  These VSC’s are 
connected either directly to each other (back-to-back 
configuration) or via a high-voltage DC cable (full VSC 
HVDC) [3].  Active power is transported from the rectifying 
to the inverting station.  A schematic representation of a VSC 
HVDC link is represented in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Outlook of VSC HVDC link 

 
Using pulse width modulation, the VSC builds a sinusoidal 

voltage waveform from the DC voltage.  Advantages of VSC 
HVDC are its high active and reactive power flow 
controllability.  Active power is controlled via the voltage 
phase angle across the phase reactor and reactive power is 
controlled via the voltage amplitude across the phase reactor 
[4].  VSC HVDC can operate in all four quadrants of the 
active/reactive power plane.  Instant power flow reversal is 
also possible.  Disadvantages are its high cost and high losses, 
mainly due to the voltage source converters.  VSC HVDC also 
has some advantages over the older and more commonly used 

Line Commutated Converter (LCC) HVDC technology.  LCC 
converter stations always require reactive power.  Power flow 
reversal with LCC HVDC is slower compared to VSC HVDC.  
On the other hand, converter station losses with LCC HVDC 
are lower than VSC HVDC converter station losses. 

B.  VSC HVDC load flow model 

An existing load flow program [5] is extended to cope with 
the inclusion of one or more VSC HVDC links [6].  All 
calculations are performed in Matlab®.  A load flow 
calculation results in the steady-state solution of the network.  
Using generation, network and load properties, voltages and 
power flows in the network are obtained using the Newton-
Raphson method.  The Jacobean matrix, representing the link 
between voltage and power mismatches, is extended with the 
VSC HVDC variables.  The VSC converters can operate 
either in reactive power flow control mode, injecting or 
absorbing a predefined amount of reactive power, or in AC 
voltage control mode, holding the voltage at the bus 
connected to the associated converter constant.  The number 
of iterations increases in the extended load flow program 
compared to the original program. 

III.  IMPACT OF VSC HVDC ON LOSSES IN MESHED NETWORKS 

A.   Losses of VSC HVDC link 

The losses of an overall VSC HVDC station are the sum of 
the losses of the individual components.  The determination of 
the loss in every component is given in standards.  These 
standards apply to LCC HVDC converter stations however.  
More research has to be performed to determine the losses 
occurring in a VSC HVDC installation.  Harmonics are a very 
important influencing factor in loss calculations.  To obtain 
data on harmonics, field measurements are the best solution.  
Valve losses are the main contributor to overall VSC HVDC 
losses.  They can be divided in switching and in conduction 
losses.  Switching losses increase linearly with the switching 
frequency.  Conduction losses depend on the threshold 
voltage and the resistance of the IGBT’s and the diodes.  
Converter losses can be decreased using high-level VSC 
topologies (two-level vs. three-level) and/or by using optimal 
pulse width modulation, which cancels certain harmonics.  
Future developments in semiconductor devices are also taking 
place.  The evolution of converter losses in depicted in Figure 
2. 
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Figure 2: Evolution of converter losses [7] 

B.  Converter station equivalent loss model 

A typical loss model that takes every component of a VSC 
HVDC station into account is used.  This loss model 
determines the converter station losses as a function of the 
active and reactive power exchanged between converter and 
AC network.  Losses can be broken down into three 
components: no-load losses, losses that depend linearly and 
quadratically on the phase reactor current Ir.  The loss model 
is for a typical VSC HVDC link with a rating of 600 MW and 
a DC voltage of ± 300 kV.  The loss model is presented in 
Table 1. 

Constant losses 

Incl. filter, excl. transformer 5 MW 0.83%

Transformer load losses 1.26 MW 0.21%

Transformer no load losses 0.36 MW 0.06%

Current dependent losses Nominal condition

Linear 3 x 600V x Ir 0.30% (rect) / 0.28% (inv)

Square (rectifier) 3 x 0.66Ω x Ir
 2 0.32%

Square (inverter) 3 x 1Ω x Ir
 2 0.43%

Total nominal losses (rect) 10.34 MW 1.72%
Total nominal losses (inv) 10.86 MW 1.81%  

Table 1: Typical VSC HVDC loss model 

C.  Advantages of VSC HVDC in meshed networks 

A VSC HVDC connection (including power electronics) 
between two buses in a network has higher losses than an AC 
connection between those two buses.  Because of the power 
flow controlling capability of VSC HVDC it is possible to 

lighten the load on heavily loaded AC lines ( 2~ RIPloss ).  

The conclusion is that losses in a system consisting of VSC 
HVDC and a surrounding AC network are globally less than 
proportional with RI².  Optimization of network losses is thus 
possible. 

Installing a VSC HVDC link in a meshed network can 
potentially lead to lower network losses.  The inclusion of 
VSC HVDC increases losses but the proper control of active 
and reactive power can lower network losses.  An optimum 
has to be found, being a minimum in total network losses.  
Transferring active power over the DC link reduces the load 
on the lines surrounding the VSC HVDC link.  Due to the 

non-linearity of the system ( 2~ RIPloss ), heavily loaded 

lines contribute more to system losses than lightly loaded 

lines.  VSC HVDC will thus perform better when it is inserted 
in a heavily loaded network.  Loss reduction with LCC HVDC 
has already been realized with the Fenno-Skan LCC HVDC 
link [8].  Reactive power can be injected to maintain the 
voltage at the associated AC bus to a desired value.  This is a 
local problem.  Reactive power is used to maintain good 
voltage profiles.  Injecting enough reactive power to achieve 
good voltage profiles leads to a stable network.  Higher 
voltages lead to lower currents and thus lower losses. 

D.  Results of incorporating VSC HVDC in meshed 
networks 

Simulations are performed on the IEEE 14 and the IEEE 
118 bus system.  An AC overhead line is replaced by a VSC 
HVDC link.  The VSC HVDC link is installed in a meshed 
part of the grid and substitutes an “important” AC line which 
refers to the heaviest loaded AC line.  The optimal loading of 
the VSC HVDC link is searched: power through the DC link 
minimizing overall network losses. 

Reactive power is used to control the voltage at the VSC 
terminals to a desired value.  Both networks are studied in 
their original state and in a state of increased loading.  The 
results for both systems are comparable.  For the IEEE 14 bus 
system the best result, from a losses point of view, is achieved 
when replacing the AC line between buses 1 and 5.  When 
inserting a VSC HVDC link the generators do not reach their 
reactive power limits so quickly and the overall results are 
better voltage profiles.  This is illustrated in Table 2. 
Bus Voltage original network 

30% increase [pu]
Inj. Q original network 
30% increase [MVAr]

Voltage with VSC HVDC 
30% increase [pu]

Inj. Q with VSC HVDC 
30% increase [MVAr]

1 1.06 11.35 1.06 -7.55
2 1.029 50 (limit) 1.045 45.97
3 0.983 40 (limit) 1.005 40 (limit)
5 0.993 - 1.020 -
6 1.043 24 (limit) 1.070 22.80
8 1.069 24 (limit) 1.090 22.07  

Table 2: Voltage profiles and generator limits with and 
without VSC HVDC 

 
For each percent of system load increase, the optimal 

active power over the DC link shifts to higher values.  This is 
illustrated in Figure 3.  At higher system loading, VSC HVDC 
has a greater positive impact.  This is presented in Figure 4.  
In the IEEE 118 bus system, the best result is obtained when 
the AC overhead lines between buses 25 and 27 and between 
buses 69 and 75 are replaced.  The same conclusions are valid 
here as in the IEEE 14 bus network, although the effects are 
less pronounced. 
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Figure 3: Optimal loading of VSC HVDC link 
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Figure 4: Losses with and without VSC HVDC link 

IV.  ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

From the simulations it follows that it is feasible from a 
technical point of view to reduce losses in a meshed network 
when an AC overhead line is replaced by a VSC HVDC link.  
Finally, the economical feasibility is investigated.  This is 
done using a discounted cash flow (DCF) over a period of 30 
years, which is typically the lifetime of a VSC HVDC 
installation.  Parameters used are: 
• Cost of generating electricity: 40 €/MWh [10] 
• Maintenance AC OHL: 1000 €/km/year [11] 
• Maintenance VSC HVDC: 0.5%*capital cost/year [12] 
• Converter cost: 40 M€/converter [13] 
• DC cable cost: 0.65 M€ /km [14] + 0.03 M€/km installation 
cost [15] 

Benefits of VSC HVDC that are monetized are the lower 
losses compared to the original AC line, the 
availability/utilization of reactive power [9].  Two scenarios 
are investigated.  In the first scenario, the TSO expects a load 
increase of 1% of the original load each year.  In a second 
scenario, the TSO expects a sudden load increase, but load 
varies each year between 0% and 30% load increase 
according to a loading profile.  Results are comparable for 

both scenarios however.  In each case (2 scenarios and 2 
networks: IEEE 14 and IEEE 118) the result of the discounted 
cash flow is negative: the benefits of VSC HVDC do not 
outweigh the costs.  For the IEEE 14 bus system, the DCF is 
illustrated in Table 3. 

0 1 2 3

M€€ M€€ M€€ M€€
net investment cost -94,96

depreciation -3,16533 -3,16533 -3,16533
decommissioning AC 0

energy saving 0,392448 0,438 0,483552
maintenance AC 0,022 0,022 0,022

maintenance HVDC -0,4748 -0,4748 -0,4748
voltage support 0,505544 0,505544 0,505544
profit before tax -2,72014 -2,67459 -2,62904

tax -1,08806 -1,06984 -1,05161
profit after tax -1,63208 -1,60475 -1,57742
depreciation 3,165333 3,165333 3,165333
net cash flow -94,96 1,533249 1,56058 1,587911

discounted cash flow -94,96 1,460237 1,415492 1,371697
TOTAL -66,1045

info cost [M€€ ]
number of converters 2 80

length link [km] 22 14,96
total [M€€ ] 94,96

DCF (SL)

 
Table 3: Result of DCF 

 

V.  CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The feasibility of VSC HVDC on loss reduction in meshed 
networks has been studied through simulations. The 
simulations are performed on two networks: the IEEE 14 bus 
and the IEEE 118 bus network considering both their original 
state and the state of increased loading.  

In both cases, the results obtained demonstrate that the VSC 
HVDC has a beneficial effect on the losses in the meshed 
network, which are reduced.  Furthermore, the reduction 
increases with increased system loading.  However, the 
economic analysis shows that the effect is not such that the 
investment in VSC HVDC can be justified by the loss 
reduction alone. 

The demand for higher controllability in AC grids and 
invisible, environmental friendly technologies makes VSC 
HVDC links an attractive technology for today’s already 
highly constrained AC grids.  In this context, the beneficial 
effect on losses, particularly at high system loading, 
contributes to make this technology even more attractive. 
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